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THE TBI INTERVIEW JANICE LEE

An Asian Viu on OTT

Hong Kong-based telco and pay TV operator PCCW made an aggressive OTT play this October when
it launched the Viu service. Building on the mobile VOD Vuclip platform, which PCCW acquired earlier
this year,Viu will be pan-regional OTT offer, programmed with first-run Korean and Asian series.
With Netflix on the horizon and the Asian OTT market looking increasingly crowded, PCCW Media
managing director Janice Lee tells Stewart Clarke about the plans for Viu
TBI: You are a telco and pay TV company in Hong Kong. Why are you
launching Viu, a pan-regional OTT service?
JL: When Now TV started eleven years ago we were a disruptor so
[disrupting] is a philosophy as a company and a business. We are very
conscious, almost paranoid, about being aware of new technology and
consumer behaviour, and we want to get ahead of it.
We saw a state where if we – and our industry, including our content
providers – didn’t evolve the core pay TV offering, and move it onto
various connected devices, we were going to lose out to piracy, and
were going to lose our customers’ share of viewing to other new
players. That’s why we started looking at OTT.
TBI: Aren’t you concerned about fragmenting the audience?
JL: We have seen that the usage of [multiscreen] does not diminish the
time people spend on TV.
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For example, people now watch news on the go. News viewing has
doubled or tripled as people watch throughout the day, whereas they
used to just watch the morning and at night [bulletins], which they
still do as well.
TBI: How will the Viu OTT service sit alongside the traditional pay
TV offer?
JL: Pay TV tends to be a premium product with a big bundled offer,
and this typically increases over time, and subscribers and ARPU go
up. However, we don’t want to create room for a low-priced entrant.
We don’t want to leave a void where we don’t attract new segments to
the market.
We we want to continue to grow in a couple of segments of TV and
we recognise that there is a segment of customers that may not ever
become [traditional] pay TV users, so that is why we launched Viu.
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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TBI: So you can target a wider range of consumers than with Now TV?
JL: With pay TV we target the 2.4 million households in Hong Kong, but
the OTT offering targets the 7.8 million individuals here. Every single
one of them can become a user, so it is part of our strategy to change the
addressable market by reaching out to individuals rather than households.
TBI: From launch you have said Viu will be a pan-regional service. What
are your goals beyond Hong Kong?
JL: Because Hong Kong is a small market we have looked at how we grow
beyond that. OTT allows us to be network-independent and it allows us to
get into other markets. The job for us was, ‘how do we define a consumer
proposition that appeals regionally?’
TBI: You already had the Vuclip service. How does this feed into your
OTT story?
JL: Viu is a product of two things: our own organic efforts, and our
investment in Vuclip, a mobile video company that was based in Silicon
Valley and VC-backed, and which we acquired. It has eight million subs in
ten markets. We’re now evolving Vuclip into Viu.
[Vuclip] was mainly mobile and mainly shortform content, but the
company also has a patented technology that allows encoding on the fly,
so customers don’t suffer from buffering. We are now putting premium
content on Vuclip and rebranding it as Viu, so there will be one core service.
TBI: Why have you opted for a freemium and not a subscription, model?
JL: We see that the multiscreen viewer is spending close to half of their
time away from the TV screen, but at the same time the actual time spent
on TV hasn’t declined. Monetisation in terms of advertising, however,
is still catching up with that, but the ad revenue on non-TV screens is
increasing very fast.
TBI: Freemium is then about ensuring you get a piece of that fast-growing
digital advertising pie?
JL: This is not the year 2000 dotcom bubble. Changing consumer
behaviour is real, and it is not going away; people are going to consume a
lot more outside of the TV screen. The ad revenue hasn’t caught up yet, but
the growth is accelerating and we want to capture that digital ad market.
The growth is phenomenal – 20-30% a year.

TBI: The OTT market in Asia is increasingly crowded with numerous local
players and now Netflix moving in. How will Viu compete in this landscape?
JL: For one, the market big enough for multiple players. I also see two types
of [OTT] proposition. I believe ours is more Asian focused as we see that the
market for Hollywood content is quite cluttered.
I think there is space for Hollywood content, and we will also look at that,
but in each market there is also a strong pay TV operator who has a lot of
international content already. If you do offer the Hollywood content it is
going to be about how you differentiate.
TBI: Are there technical constraints to a region-wide OTT offering?
JL: Asia is not a homogenous market in terms of mobile rollout, the
handsets used, and fixed, and broadband, penetration.
Hong Kong and Singapore are very lucky and you can have a very featurerich product in both, but if we just put that into some other territories only a
very small group of of customers will be able to access it. While 3G and 4G
is growing rapidly, a lot of users in some territories still have 2G phones and
with [the Vuclip] technology you can view content on 2G phones.
TBI: And you can view content offline with Viu?
JL: The team created a new rights window with the content providers, which
is download to stream. In many markets data is no longer unlimited, and
users don’t want to be surprised or use all of their data, so we allow them
to download content and then watch it offline. Secondly, in the emerging
markets where bandwidth over mobile is not consistent, then download-tostream ensures viewers can enjoy their content on their handset.
TBI: How big can Viu become across the region, what is the expectation?
JL: I can’t give a projection as we only launched two weeks ago and it is too
early to say, but we’re looking for increased penetration across our existing
base with this premium product, and to reach customers in new markets
like Hong Kong and Singapore.
The freemium model means we have some flexibility for each market;
in some the subscription model is more mature, in others it just isn’t
developed yet. TBI

TBI: You have acquired a lot of Korean content. What is the programming
strategy and approach for a pan-regional OTT service?
JL: We are looking for content that can travel and Korean content is one
category that does that pan-regionally. Even though only 22 million people
in the region speak Korean, the K-pop culture, whether that’s music or TV
series, is quite a phenomenon.
We also have Japanese, Chinese and Taiwanese titles, but we
recognise the current content that is currently trending is Korean.
We also want a balanced portfolio as 20 years ago Japanese
content was all the rage and the landscape may change again,
especially with more top-dollar production coming out of China.
TBI: What rights are you buying?
JL: For Hong Kong we try to look at all rights because we can use, let’s say
the Korean content, on the pay window, free window and OTT window.
Regionally, we are only buying OTT rights.
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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China:
full speed ahead

As new drama, coproduction and digital opportunities open up in China, TBI speaks to the international
companies making moves in the world’s most populated country

C

hina’s impact on television is
undeniable. The BBC wants
to set up an on-the-ground
production base there, Keshet
International is taking scripted
shows into and out of the country, and the likes
of IPCN are moving fluidly between the UK and
the Asian behemoth. Opportunities in scripted
TV, exporting Chinese-created IP and working
with the country’s increasingly powerful digital
platforms are now changing the picture, and
opening up new content opportunities.
BBC Worldwide has been selling factual
programming into China for years, and
coproducing docs such as Generation Earth,
Wonders of Life and Africa with state broadcaster
CCTV. The BBC has also recently coproduced
The Hunt (pictured) with CCTV, and Worldwide
also has a strategic deal in place with Chinese
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media giant Shanghai Media Group. They are
now working on a local version of Coast.
There will also be a feature doc with SMG,
which will be a follow-up to 2007’s Earth. The
film, Earth: One Amazing Day (WT), will have a
theatrical release.
Regional broadcast powerhouse Hunan is
also keen to work with the commercial arm
of the BBC on blue chip projects, Kelvin Yau,
who replaced Pierre Cheung as Worldwide’s
Beijing-based general manager earlier this year
tells TBI. There is now an MOU and strategic
partnership in place between BBCWW and
Hunan’s Mango division, covering programme
sales and coproduction.
After the flurry of deals in China, the next
stage will see the UK company try to establish an
on-the-ground production presence, Yau says.
“We are looking at setting up our own

production capability in China and considering
what the right structure is and what would
work best,” he says. “We are looking at
different options and checking the regulations
and limitations. Besides selling formats and
programming, and providing flying producers
and consultants as we do already, this would
help build the local production industry, and
give the international people involved a better
understanding of China. It is a long-term
strategy, and was made one of my priorities
when I came in.”
A lot of the Worldwide-China dealings were
announced as Chinese President Xi Jinping
visited the UK in October, and the timing was
not lost on some international execs familiar
with both territories. “China and the UK are
courting each other and [in TV] deals are getting
done, but there is also a huge ‘trophy effect’,”

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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says one senior executive. “But that is not a bad
thing as it creates hope, and the possibility of
more business,” the source says.
One factor changing the picture for all
international companies seeking to work with
China is SVOD and streaming. The likes of
Youku Tudou, TenCent and iQiyi are rewriting

For those choosing to explore the scripted
format route the choice of which drama to
adapt is a challenge. “There is a long-running
and successful way to bring unscripted formats
to audiences, but scripted is much more
difficult – you have to, for example, be careful
about showing people committing crime, or the

“We are looking at setting
up our own production
capability in China and
considering what the right
structure is”
Kelvin Yau
the rules of content production and distribution.
Less encumbered by regulation, these platforms
can be bolder with their content strategies.
“They can take risks more easily [than channels]
and are more likely to take chances,” says one
UK-based senior distribution exec. “They have
an appetite to innovate and to serve a younger
audience. They also have an awful lot of money.”
Another Asia-based exec adds: “The digital
platforms are booming and there is more
freedom in terms of rules, although how long
that lasts I don’t know.”
The competition from digital players
is also forcing the broadcasters to make
decisions more swiftly, says Rebecca Yang,
CEO of Anglo-Chinese company IPCN. “The
competition from new media players is forcing
the broadcasters to make decisions, and the
capital in the Chinese market is also allowing
companies like ours to be more risk-taking,”
she explains.
IPCN has been in the vanguard of UKChina activity, brokering deals for formats
including Supernanny and The Voice. As scripted
opportunities open up, one risk it will be taking
will be in this area.
“Co-developing drama stands more chance
than scripted formats because of the cultural
sensitivities and challenge of adapting drama
for China,” Yang says. “There are even drastic
differences between Korea and China, let alone
China and Europe.”
“That is why we are trying to find a new way
of doing drama there,” she adds, though she
will not disclose details yet.

police or teachers in a negative light – Shameless
would never work!” says DRG senior sales exec
Joel Atley. “With the correct drama, however, it
could be done. It would need to be a light yet
powerful story, and the script would probably
need to be re-written quite significantly.”
If the BBC is flying the flag for the UK in
China, the international content arm of Israeli
broadcaster Keshet is building relations too.
Keshet recently hosted a delegation including

“China started to mature
about three years ago but
in the last twelve months it
has really taken off”
Gary Pudney

CCTV and Sohu in Israel, as all concerned
talked about content possibilities.
Keshet International is making its own drama
play, announcing in October a deal with one of
China’s largest prodcos that will see a pair of
its scripted series remade locally, and KI take a
Chinese drama to the US market.
It has joined forces with Huace Group/Croton
Media, and the Chinese company is working up
versions of comedy series Traffic Light and Loaded for
Chinese channels and platforms.
“China started to mature about three years ago,

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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but in the last twelve months has really taken off,”
says Gary Pudney, who launched a new Hong Kong
office for KI in late October after joining from Eccho
Rights. “The next stage is China to the world.”
Liu Zhi at Huace Group/Croton Media says:
“We not only produce scripted shows that are
loved by Chinese audiences, but via KI’s global
distribution business we can share these Chinese
stories with the world.”
KI has optioned Huace Group/Croton scripted
series Dating Hunter for the US, making it, Keshet
says, the first-ever Chinese format licensed for the
United States.
“Keshet Studios saw immediately this
show could work in the US because there are
broadcasters there specifically looking for dating
comedies,” says Kelly Wright, KI sales director.
But what makes KI think Traffic Light, a light
comedy-drama about three guys in their 30s, will
work in a market where Hunan’s Ugly Betty is pretty
much the only scripted format to make it to air?
“The Chinese like lighter and less edgy shows,
and a lot of Traffic Light is based around simple
concepts,” says Wright. “It has comedy, drama,
and family, and looks at how wealth affects people.
We will stick closely to the original.”
In terms of unscripted formats there looks
likely to be some shift away from celeb-fuelled
entertainment formats, not least because
influential media regulator the SARFT has

indicated this would be a good thing.
DRG has shopped Belgium-originated family
gameshow format The Generation Show to
Shenzhen and another show being produced
for Guanxi.
DRG’s Atley says: “The SARFT is keen on
ordinary Chinese people being on TV so there
could be a move away from celebrities, which
have been in demand for entertainment formats
and have become very expensive. Producers
and broadcasters now want formats that feature
ordinary people in interesting ways.” TBI
TBI Asia 2015 5
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VIEWPOINT
HOWARD MYERS

TV’s promise in the Land Down Under

M

oving my family half-way
around the world from
Britain to head up a newly
formed
non-scripted
division of a successful
Australian drama company, December Media,
wasn’t the scariest thing on my mind as I
landed in Oz direct from MIPCOM in 2014.
It was the knowledge that Australia has the
world’s greatest concentration of things that
can kill you.
Still, the place is amazing. Honestly, it’s the
greatest country on Earth. And it’s bloody huge
(you learn to swear more here too).
People are generally lovely, chilled and
accommodating. There’s very little snobbery or
hierarchy, so getting in to see commissioners,
production company heads or even the big
bosses at the networks is a lot easier than in
the UK. You are judged on your actual work,
not on which school you went to. There is the
occasional ‘pom-bashing’, as there are a lot of
us Brits muscling in on the jobs, but I simply
tell people how hard it is to get a bar job in Earls
Court these days.
Australian TV is in a state of flux. Netflix
made its big entry only six months ago and
everyone else has being playing catch-up since.
It’s hit the million-subscriber mark this month,
which represents 10% of the total TV market.
Competitors VOD services like Stan have since
started to ramp up their marketing efforts, and
pay TV service penetration has increased by

30% to one in three households.
With a relatively small population, there are
some interesting challenges when it comes
to small-screen success here. Most networks
only seem to care about ratings from the five
big metro cities, which is a shame because that
often means the people we see on screen are
usually from those places. There truly are some
amazing characters in this vast country and,
personally, I’d like to bring more of them and
the places they live onto our screens.
The production environment is equally
challenging. Big players like Endemol Shine
Australia and FremantleMedia Australia have
most of the primetime slots sown up on the
commercial nets, while the ABC is suffering
from huge budget cuts that have sent shivers
through the production community. The bright
ray of hope lies with Foxtel, who – much like Sky
in Europe – continue to increase investment in
original programming.
I’ve always said that to make great TV you
need to watch a lot of it, so I find myself glued to
the telly-box as much as possible. I get to watch
renovation shows (The Block), kitchen shows
(Masterchef), renovation shows (Reno Rumble),
food shows (The Great Australian Bake Off),
renovation shows (House Rules) and, this year,
a food-kitchen-renovation show (Restaurant
Revolution). Yep, if it wasn’t for The Bachelor, my
TV diet would be pretty monotonous.
There is the odd gem around the networks
if you search them out. Saying that, our local

Most networks only seem to care about ratings
from the five big metro cities, which is a shame.
There truly are some amazing characters in this
vast country and, personally, I’d like to bring more
of them and the places they live onto our screens
6 TBI Asia 2015
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producers and networks really know their
market and produce the very best versions of
those shows. The Block, a disaster on ITV in the
UK in 2004, is a massive phenomenon here,
rightly wiping the competition out for eleven
seasons so far.
Successful home-grown formats like The
Block and My Kitchen Rules are few and far
between, mainly because the commercial
networks often look to import and adapt foreign
formats as a first port of call. The ABC got into
trouble earlier this year for buying two overseas
factual formats, because local producers believe
its remit is only to support local creatives.
There’s also a complete lack of concern
regarding brand-funding, product placement
and commercial involvement (apart from on
the ABC, where it’s a big no-no). Everything
seems to have some kind of brand connection
and it’s usually pretty explicit – no hiding
a Coke bottle in the background of Corrie
here. But that’s really the only way to fund
most shows, so you can’t knock it, and since
there is absolutely no budget for daytime
TV, shows are littered with infomercials that
run seamlessly back and forth from news
bulletins and genuine content.
Having just re-entered the freelance market,
I’m also loving that there’s no watershed rules
when it comes to subscription TV, so most
mornings I can watch my favourite 18-rated
episodes of Dexter, Game of Thrones and Bargain
Hunt at 10am.
If you’re thinking of making that long
journey down here, it’s worth knowing that
the TV market is small and you’ll be in a long
line of others competing for the same work.
Never ever think you’re better than the locals
– or at least never say it out loud – and, like
me, be ready to embrace the mid-Atlantic style
of production and post. Most importantly,
remember that the bigger the spider, the less
likely it is to kill you. TBI
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Join the QYou
The QYou is aiming to bridge the gap
between millennials-focused short-form
online video and traditional linear pay TV.
Founder and CEO Scott Ehrlich tells TBI how
the business model works

Y

ou can view The QYou as a
bridge between the traditional
pay TV platform and the world
of online video and its creatorled channels, and for good
reason, says the platform’s co-founder and CEO
Scott Ehrlich.
“There are about 930 million pay TV
subscribers worldwide, and short-form snackable online video has become the most-watched
form on the planet,” he says. “It seemed odd to
me no-one had made that connection.”
With this in mind, Ehrlich had been wrestling
with one key question: if you remade MTV for
today’s millennial audience, what would it look
like? He was convinced the answer came from
the online video world, and believes the industry
is starting to draw the same conclusion.
“What has changed since we launched the
company is platforms now realise this content
needs to be part of the offering,” he says.
The QYou launched in October last year on the
Beijing-based StarTimes platform with some of
the biggest names in the history of millennial-age
programming behind it: Ehrlich bridges the techcontent divide having worked at Real Networks and
produced Hulu series The LXD; Curt Marvis was a
former Lionsgate Digital president and Cinemanow
co-founder; Les Garland was one of two original
MTV executives; and G. Scott Paterson, a key early
investor, is a Lionsgate Entertainment director.
The Dublin-based channel’s model relies on deals with pay TV platforms such as
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Deutsche Telekom and M7 Group in the EMEA
region, offering high-quality, ad-free original
short-form video of between two and six minutes
as part of branded and hosted blocks.
The firm comprises editorial staff, who trawl
through online videos for broadcast; licensing
staff, who track down content owners and pay
them; technology and broadcast engineers; and
sales executives.
“There are other people aggregating content
from the internet, but most of them are doing it
on the internet,” says Ehrlich. “That’s a different
business to us, and I think that is a challenge,
because you are effectively challenging YouTube,
who are really good – really good – at what they do.”
The QYou positions itself as partner for multichannel networks that also distribute short-form
millennial programming. “The MCNs role is to
build business for their content creators,” says
Ehrlich. “We’re a new revenue stream, so are
part of the system to build those businesses.”
As a young firm, The QYou is not yet
profitable, though it has secured three
rounds of funding, with Ehrlich and
Paterson among the internal shareholders, and
Toronto-based financial firms including Clarus
Securities, Cormark, Power One Capital and
Primary Capital investing cash from outside.
“We have a diverse shareholder base that has a
great deal of confidence with the team, and we’ve
financed it in a way that allows us to maintain a
lot of operating flexibility,” says Ehrlich.
Latin American launches are planned, as

is further linear penetration in Europe, and a
mobile app for partner platforms to offer subs
has debuted.
Almost all of The QYou’s original programming
is shot in HD, and increasingly, Ehrlich says,
in 4K. Its 3,000-odd shows are divided into
categories such as #Inspiring, #Comedy, #MindBlowing and #Action, creating a fully-cleared
master rights library that its local channel feeds
can use. Viewers can watch these as a linear
broadcast, switch to different ones on-demand,
or create their own playlists.
‘Q-rators’ – or hosts – present branded blocks,
with plans for this to become more localised in
different territories as the business expands.
Ehrlich says the channel’s model creates
flexibility that allows viewers to “jump on” to
a video and then “jump off” if another doesn’t
interest them, constructing a viewing experience
similar to watching MTV in the eighties.
He calls this a “powerful argument in our favour”, adding: “Research with millennials and why
they don’t watch TV shows that they feel TV shows
are a commitment. To a certain demographic a
half-hour feels like an eternity and becomes a barrier in turning it on, or subscribing, in the first place.
“We don’t quite market it as ‘no commitment
TV’, but when I was a kid that’s what MTV was.
You’d flip it on while you did your homework –
you never felt like you had to. There doesn’t feel
like there’s much in that space in linear TV now,
even though linear TV minutes are going up.
This could be something that fits that bill.” TBI
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Digital driving Asia evolution
Asia Pacific offers the biggest growth potential of any region in the world, and local digitalisation is
pushing pay TV revenues upwards. Ismail Patel, TV practice analyst from stats house Ovum, crunches
the Asia-Pac numbers

T

he Asia Pacific represents the world’s biggest opportunity
for pay TV growth, as digitalisation rapidly gets up to
speed with the West. The global liquidity crisis of 2008
delayed the boom in pay TV, but only a little, with pay TV
net additions peaking at 34.3 million in 2011. Growth has
slowed since 2012, but there are still significant growth opportunities
as markets and sub-regions become digitised.
New VOD services, next generation set-top boxes and multiscreen
opportunities mean pay TV revenues continue on an upwards
trajectory and consumer spending power is set to increase.
Cable is seeing the largest growth overall, followed by IPTV. DTH
is not a significant player in Asia Pacific apart from in India, where
services have flourished.
The pay TV market has more than doubled, in revenue terms,
between 2007 and 2014, rising from US$19.1 billion to US$38.9
billion. Cable’s revenue share dropped by 10% to account for 68%
of the total in 2014 as a result of IPTV revenue share growing from
less than 1% in 2005 to 10.8% in 2014. DTH revenues have remained
static at the 20% mark.
Meanwhile, 2013 was the first year where digital services overtook
analogue, and as of 2014, there were 431 million digital connections
versus 299 million analogue, with cable again leading the way.
Cable operators will need to push harder to keep this lead, and create
conditions that allow for triple- and quad-play bundling wherever
possible. However, full market maturity is a long way off and Asia
Pacific operators should be looking at content creativity, acquisition
strategy and production.
2011 was the regional peak, in terms of year-on-year pay TV
additions, and additions will be in year-on-year decline up to 2020.
There is a widespread increase digital TV homes, but only Australia
is 100% this year, though this total will rise to eight markets in
2020. The Philippines and Pakistan will face long-term digitisation

DATA PACK: ASIA PACIFIC IN NUMBERS
TV households by 2020: 903 million
Pay TV subs by 2015: 495 million
Projected pay TV subs by 2020: 581 million
Pay TV revenues in 2014: US$38.9 billion
Fully digital markets by 2020: Eight
Top regional pay TV provider: CRTN (231 million subs)
Projected percentage of non-analogue homes by 2020: 89%
Source: Ovum
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Netflix’s original series Marco Polo

problems, meanwhile, with penetration predicted at 50% and 23%,
respectively by this point. China will have achieved 71%.
The total number of TV households regionally will be 903 million
by 2020, an increase of more than 200 million on last year’s figure.
There will be an average of 1.21 television sets per home, meaning
more than 1.3 billion sets overall.
Forty-eight per cent will subscribe to analogue or digital cable, with
the majority from the latter. Pay DTH will trail cable distantly with
10% of the market.
China’s CRTN is already the undisputed pay TV subs leader (both
in Asia Pacific and worldwide) with 231 million customers, with IPTV
compatriot BesTV second with less than a tenth of that number.
Indian cable and DTH operators occupy the next nine positions.
China will also provide the biggest IPTV market, though penetration
by 2020 will only be at 13%. Only South Korea, Hong Kong and
Singapore, with their mature tech markets, will have IPTV penetration
above 50%, as difficulties in sourcing – and being able to afford –
compelling content, plus insufficient network capacity and coverage
challenges hold back growth.
Indeed, China and India will take an increasingly dominant market
share in digital TV. Their sheer size will see them command a combined
share of 76% of the region’s total by 2020, having overtaken Japan in
2007 and 2008, respectively. Indonesia will threaten to overtake Japan
in the forecast period, too. Overall, there will be 792 million digital TV
homes in the region. TBI
Ovum, which is part of TBI publisher Informa, utilised its latest ‘Asia Pacific,
Pay TV and FTA Data and Forecasts to 2020’ report, plus a series of local
Ovum country updates for this analysis
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Buyers
Briefing

Name: Virginia Lim
Title: head of content and marketing,
Sony Pictures Television Networks Asia

Virginia Lim is head of content and
marketing at Sony Pictures Television
Networks Asia, a role that sees her in
charge of programmes for English-language
networks AXN and Sony Channel, and
Asian-language nets ONE, Animax and
newcomer GEM. Here she tells TBI about
their different programming needs.
TBI: Tell us about your channels group
VL: On the English side, we have AXN,
the leading general entertainment
channel in the region, and Sony Channel, which is a female-skewing
best of Hollywood companion channel. Our Asian content portfolio
comprises ONE, the Korean entertainment powerhouse; Animax,
which is the home of the ultimate in anime, and newcomer to the
family GEM, which specialises in premium Japanese content, and is a
joint venture between SPT Networks and Nippon TV.
TBI: What have been your best performing programmes and why?
VL: On AXN, crime procedurals such as Hawaii Five-O, NCIS: Los
Angeles and CSI: Cyber remain popular due to their easy-to-watch
formula. Quantico, our newest drama series, premiered very well in
southeast Asia, and was boosted by the regional media buzz around
the show’s lead, Bollywood superstar Priyanka Chopra.
Asia’s Got Talent achieved fantastic ratings for AXN across the region
this year. It combined celebrity star power with local market relevance.
Running Man, the Korean variety show, continues to be ONE’s
anchor programme with consistently high ratings across all territories.
Dramas, including Pinocchio and My Lovely Girl, together with express
titles aired within 24 hours from Korea such as The Gang Doctor, also
performed well.
TBI: How much content do you acquire and how much comes from
your parent studio?
VL: We work with multiple international distributors, as the content
we acquire needs to be a great fit for our channel brands. Sony
Pictures Television is highly regarded for its original series, so we work
closely with the distribution team. The Blacklist is a great example of
a compelling series that we have acquired from SPT’s distribution
division for AXN.
TBI: Do you get involved in coproduction or original commissioning?
VL: Original productions are a key focus for our networks, so you’ll
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be seeing a lot more from us in this space. We have a pipeline of
concepts in development that are for both single and pan-regional
markets. AXN has a strong track record of delivering high-quality
original productions, and earlier this year we premiered Asia’s
Got Talent, which dominated ratings and broke pay TV records in
several markets.
TBI: Who are the key acquisitions executives in your team?
VL: Tay Ying Hui, our senior director, and Wee Shi Ming, senior
manager, lead our programming and acquisitions for our English and
Asian content portfolios, respectively.
TBI: Are you competing with OTT services and on-demand platforms
for entertainment audiences, or do you see linear players as your
main rivals?
VL: Any platform that delivers entertainment content is vying for a
share of viewership, so as a business we need to evolve to remain
relevant. There are a few strategies we’re employing to sustain AXN
and ONE’s genre leadership in Asia: day-and-date programming,
which means telecasts within 24 hours of the source market;
partnering with affiliates to beef up our VOD and catch-up services
via their apps and websites; and investing in our brands by taking our
talent and shows beyond the screen and into the lives of viewers via
large-scale events.
TBI: Are there gaps in your schedule that you would like to fill? What
shows are you looking for?
VL: AXN recently refreshed its brand identity, so we’re seeking
programming that truly reflects the channel positioning of smart,
intense, unexpected and intriguing. AXN has a strong fall series dayand-date schedule, so we’re looking to further boost our summer slate.
For ONE, Animax and GEM, our focus is on identifying premium
quality titles that have high entertainment value and that can engage
audiences in Asia beyond the screen, via events or social platforms.
TBI: Where does most of your content come from?
VL: For our Asian channels, we are focused on acquiring series
mainly from China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea and Taiwan.
While northern Asia is our key focus, we are open to exploring
programming from other markets that might present a great fit for
our channels.
On the English content side, US series perform very well on AXN
and Sony Channel. However, we’re also interested in new concepts
from other territories. TBI
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Exporting in Asia

ATF is the biggest TV market in Asia. Ahead of the trip to Singapore, TBI checks in with some of the
distributors and execs attending for the first time, and finds out what some of the regular attendees are
expecting from the market this year

T

he Asian TV Forum & Market
(ATF) is the pre-eminent regional
television market in Asia and
its organiser, Reed Exhibitions,
says the geographical spread of
acquisitions and sales executives attending is
getting wider as the Asian content business
becomes a bigger industry.
“Given the growing importance of the
Asian market, buyers and distributors will
see a growing and diverse range of content
creators and owners from Latin America,
Canada and Europe participating,” says Yeow
Hui Leng, senior director of ATF and Screen
Singapore at Reed Exhibitions. “These regions
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are increasingly placing more emphasis on
distributing content to Asia and expanding
their global footprint.”
“Some of our official pavilions are also
expanding their presence at ATF to cater to this
growing trend to meet with potential partners
and generate more business leads,” she adds.
Export group TV France International
organises the French participation. Its
pavilion will host, among others, Federation
Entertainment, Pascal Breton’s fledgling
production group, which is making its ATF
debut. It is screening its espionage drama series
The Bureau at the Alliance Française cultural
centre on the Thursday of the market.

In tune with Yeow Hui Leng’s comments
about the growing importance of the Asian
market, Federation’s head of international
sales, Jean-Michel Ciszewski, says the firm
will use ATF as a springboard for its efforts in
the region.
“The company is still really young, and the
focus has been Europe and the US out of our
Paris and LA bases,” says Ciszewski. “Now, for
the first time we are looking at Asia at ATF,
and also Latin America at MIP Cancun.” He
reports healthy buyer attendance, with a 50-plus
schedule of meetings set for the event.
Unlike Federation, TVFI is a veritable
Singapore veteran, having hosted French
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distributors since 2001 (and before that at ATF
forerunner MIP Asia). “It’s a great opportunity
for our member companies to focus on the
region and meet with acquisition executives
who don’t attend other international markets,
including the ones in Cannes,” says Mathieu
Bejot, executive director of the association.
“The TV industry has been changing quite
rapidly in Asia, as elsewhere, and ATF is a good
opportunity to meet with new players or new
territories such as Burma.”
Bejot adds that demand from Asian buyers is
changing. “The Asian market has proven very
dynamic for us over the years, particularly for
animation and docs,” he says. “We’re starting
to see more opportunities for drama, hence our
choice to highlight a series such as The Bureau.”
Federation will also have conspiracy drama
series Hostages, which has gone to a second
season on Canal+ in France, and with its edgy
subject matter is likely to be a pay TV play in Asia.
One other international drama for ATF that
looks to have cable written all over it is Slasher,
the horror series for the Chiller net in the US.
Content Media Corp. is handling distribution
and will be looking for presales, and to follow up
on MIPCOM leads having launched it in Cannes.
Diana Zakis, vice president, sales, Latin
America and Asia at Content Media, and who
is headed into her third ATF, says Content can
offer Asian buyers speedy delivery of the eightpart horror series. “We can deliver it day-anddate with Chiller in the US, which is important
in Asia and definitely a plus,” she says.
Zakis confirms the sales effort will initially
be focused on the pan-regional pay channels,
but will not rule out a free-to-air deal for Slasher,
which, she says, is not as gory and X-rated as its
title might suggest. “It has that classic slasherand horror-film imagery, but also has a really
engaging storyline and becomes a murder
mystery over the series,” she says.
Another of the new faces at ATF will be Chris
Knight, whose fledgling distributor Gusto will
be in Singapore with its 4K cooking shows.
Independent Canadian cooking and lifestyle
channel Gusto has been ramping up original
content, giving the new sales arm fresh
programming to take to market.
4K is starting to take off in Asia, but there is
a still lack of content in the ultra-high definition
format, and what there is is mostly in the
wildlife, doc and showcase categories, meaning
an opening for content in other genres, Knight
hopes. “There is an interest in 4K and an interest
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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The Bureau

in food programming, and a lot of the 4K stuff
out there is ‘cute bunny’ wildlife stuff,” he says.
The distributor’s new 4K offerings rolling
out at ATF include 6x30mins Crate to Plate,
which traces where food comes from and
the journey it makes before finally reaching
consumers, and 15x30mins lifestyle series Fish
the Dish, which is a companion piece to Fish the
Adventure, about angling escapades.
UK-based DCD Rights will be at ATF, with
senior sales exec for Asia James Anderson
making his first journey to the market. “It is an
opportunity to open up new markets – I’ll be
meeting buyers from Vietnam and Cambodia
– and dig deeper into others,” he says. His
focuses for the market will be free-TV deals
for magic series Penn & Teller: Fool Us, which is
on The CW in the US and has already sold to
NBCUniversal for a first Asian pay TV window.
Kids specialists are also heading to ATF with
the likes of US-based Splash Entertainment
in town for the first time. Winx Club producer
and distributor Rainbow will be in Singapore as
it tries to get deeper into the regional market.
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“Asia has been a secondary market for us, but
our intention to grow it and establish new
relationships with local broadcasters,” says
Rainbow’s head of sales and coproduction,
Andrea Graciotti.
Like Knight and Anderson, Graciotti is an
ATF first-timer. “I have been in charge of TV
sales and copros since October 2014, and have
spent about a year looking at new business,
especially in South America,” he says. “The
next strategic push is in Asia.”
Rainbow, which is part-owned by
Nickelodeon owner Viacom, needs broad
coverage for its properties to build the L&M
activity that underpins the kids TV business. At
ATF it will have new Winx spin-off series Winx
Club WOW: World of Winx, Regal Academy and
new live-action show My American Friend (WT).
At ATF, early instalments of the latter will be
available for buyers to view for the first time.
Another distribution exec making his first
ATF trip is Sony Pictures Television’s executive
VP, international distribution, Mike Wald.
He was part of a recent SPT rejig, relocating
from London to LA and taking on overall
responsibility for Asia, including a local team
that comprises in part Robert Lanier in Sydney
and Ken Lo in Hong Kong.
SPT will have Dennis Quaid and Kate

Gusto’s Plate to Crate

Bosworth drama The Art of More for the market.
It set in the world of high-end auction houses,
making it a good fit for aspirational Asian
viewers. “It has a lot of international appeal and
will work well in Asia with its behind the curtain
view of a world of extreme wealth,” says Wald.
Sony has experimented with a new
compressed VOD window in Korea that saw
features hit on-demand just four weeks after
their theatrical bow. “It is one of the things
we like most about Asia,” Wald says. “You can

WHAT’S ON IN SINGAPORE
ATF has several international content execs in town as part of its conference strand, which takes
place a day ahead of the market on December 1.
“Buyers and distributors can look forward
to innovative and engaging new content at
We curate ATF to
this year’s Asia TV Forum & Market, as we focus
reflect key
on areas such as content creation and digital
aspects of
business strategies,” says Yeow Hui Leng, senior
television trends
director of ATF at Reed Exhibitions.
Yeow Hui Leng
“To keep up with the evolving viewing
patterns of audiences, ATF has curated its
market and conference to reflect trends in these key aspects,” she adds.
MCN heavyweight Maker Studios’ international boss René Rechtman will be giving a keynote
address, as will Steve Macallister, the former Disney, Worldwide and Zodiak sales boss, who is now
All3Media International’s CEO. Rechtman will tackle the topic of development and expanding in
Asia’s digital marketplace.
Other execs in town include Maggie Xiong, senior director of acquisitions at Youku Tudou,
which is being acquired by e-commerce giant Alibaba. Xiong will tell the assembled distributors
what buyers want, focusing on her experiences in the Chinese subscription on-demand market.
Elsewhere, China Zhejiang Satellite TV project manager Xue Han will cover original content out
of China, ITV Studios’ formats expert Dave Winnan will talk about format bibles and D.J. Lee will
update delegates on South Korean channels and programming giant CJ Entertainment & Media.
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break the mould and do something different;
you are not constrained by the traditional
windows. In Korea, we have been the first to test
a super early premium window.”
Not all of the ATF attendees are first-timers
with many of the large distributors, and
seasoned sales folk, making the trip a diary date.
For free TV, less edgy imports are often the
order of the day, a market trend borne out in
Banijay International’s selection for ATF: gifted
children format Wonderkids, mother-daughter
relationship series Fix My Mom and fashion
reality show The Doll Life. “We think positive
and upbeat shows work particularly well in
Asia, and these shows have these attributes
in abundance,” says Michael Jackson, head of
global sales at Banijay International.
On the formats front, Banijay has shopped
Opposite Worlds into China, and Jackson
says the likes of Beat the Star and Sing it On
are among his ATF priorities, though selling
formats into the region requires a deft touch.
“Whilst the core format remains intact, there
is often a need to transform a western format
into a style to fit Asian tastes, so choosing and
working with the right producer is a key factor
in the process,” he explains.
Coming soon after MIPCOM, the Singapore
market works at a different speed to its Cannes
counterpart: sellers get more time with, and
greater access to, buyers. One test of whether
it is a meaningful post-MIPCOM business trip
will be if this year’s first-timers plan return trips
after their first taste of ATF. If Asian TV keeps
growing in size and importance, the chances are
they will be on an annual Singapore-bound plane
for some years to come. TBI
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Australia’s drama
landscape

Known for its soapie successes in Neighbours and Home & Away, contemporary, high-end projects
from Australia now have international audiences firmly in their crosshairs. TV Tonight founder David
Knox reports from Down Under

W

elcome to the ‘Drama
from Down Under’,
where the backdrops are
expansive and diverse,
and increasingly the
talent from a nation of some 24 million is
punching above its weight.
“There is an undeniable attraction to
sunshine, beaches, red dirt and blue skies,”
says Endemol Shine Australia’s co-managing
director, Mark Fennessy. “It's not the only
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attraction and it need not necessarily be a
negative, but hopefully we're breaking the
stereotype down a little.”
Whilst Hollywood has long recognised
Aussie actors making the leap across the
Pacific, increasingly its writers and directors are
being sought for their view of the world.
Meanwhile, Australia’s tyranny of distance
is both a positive and negative: inherently it
creates challenges in business deals, but it also
offers unique story generation.

Australia’s TV landscape comprises two
public broadcasters: Australian Broadcasting
Corporation and multiculturalism-focused
network Special Broadcasting Service (SBS);
three free-to-air commercials: Seven, Nine and
Ten; and subscription TV provider Foxtel (partowned by Murdoch-controlled News Corp.). In
the last 18 months three SVOD services have
launched: the Foxtel and Seven-owned Presto,
Nine and Fairfax Media’s Stan, and newlyarrived goliath Netflix.
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The Beautiful Lie

The Kettering Incident

Bceause of fragmentation, erratic scheduling
by the ‘big three’ networks, and an unhealthy
disposition for piracy, a certifiable Aussie ‘hit’
show is now anything above a million viewers in
overnight ratings. On cable, where penetration
is around 30% of homes, the benchmark is
more modest.
“A legitimate first question from a buyer is
‘How did it go in the local market?,’ explains
Matchbox Pictures managing director Chris
Oliver-Taylor. “If your first response is ‘I need to

Glitch

give you some context to this number,’ they’ve
switched off.
“It’s a problem of our pay TV sector having
30-odd percent penetration and then various
cutdowns after that with premium packages.
It means Foxtel, whom we adore, has to get
critical acclaim.”
Matchbox Pictures, 100% owned by
NBCUniversal, has plenty of that thanks to
recent successes The Slap (adapted in the US
for NBC), World War I drama Deadline Gallipoli,
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supernatural teen adventure Nowhere Boys,
psychological thriller Devil’s Playground and
telemovie Underground: The Julian Assange Story.
Its latest local success is moody paranormal
thriller Glitch. Produced for the ABC, it fuses
the undead with emotional storylines in a rural
bush setting.
“We were first to develop, before The
Returned [on Canal+] and [the American ABC’s]
Resurrection,” Oliver-Taylor says.
“You can get a defining sense of how
TBI Asia 2015 21
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Devil’s Playground

Australia has evolved through the six characters
who come back from a different period in time.
From an Irish-Colonial background, it goes all
the way through history to where we are now as a
multicultural, wealthy, forward-looking country.”
Other Australian dramas to look out for are
Barracuda, based on the book by The Slap’s
Christos Tsiolkas; action-drama Wanted;
political thriller Secret City; twisted procedural
Hide and Seek; and a comedy about growing up
Asian-Australian, The Family Law.
“The Family Law is this ‘baby’ comedy with
no cast of any note, small budget, shot in semiregional Queensland,” says Oliver-Taylor. “It
won’t do amazing numbers on SBS, but our LA
office thinks it’s the funniest thing Universal
has made in the last year or two.”
Another Foxtel drama garnering attention
overseas is FremantleMedia Australia’s
Wentworth, a reimagining of Seventies hit
Prisoner. Set in a tough women’s prison, it has
sold to 89 territories and spawned remakes in
Germany and the Netherlands.
“We’re seeing Australian content work not just
in an afternoon timeslot, but in primetime,” says
FMA’s head of drama, Jo Porter. “It’s the highestrating primetime Ausssie drama in the UK since
2002.”
“What’s great about that is it gets the
audience used to our accent, quite frankly,”
she adds. “It’s about the brand awareness of
those iconic characters created by Reg Watson
extended beyond Australia’s shores to England
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Jack Irish

and throughout Europe. But it was up to us to
successfully realise it, and Foxtel was incredibly
ambitious for a high-quality programme and
we relished the chance to meet that ambition.
It has a power dynamic that is run by women,
which we don’t often get to explore in drama.”
In the US, where Wentworth screens on
Netflix, some critics have hailed it as better than
Orange is the New Black. “It’s not a competition,
but it’s nice to hear that,” says Porter.
FremantleMedia is next hoping for European
sales for its upcoming telemovie, Mary: The
Making of a Princess, based on the true story of
Aussie Mary Donaldson who was wooed by a
Danish prince; and two undisclosed formats
that it will take to market this year.
Porter is most excited by a drama initiative to
develop high-end drama through government
agency Screen Australia. UK producer John
Yorke (Wolf Hall, The Missing) has acted as
mentor on the yet-to-be-announced project.
Recently-merged superindie Endemol Shine
Australia is reviving its comedy drama Offspring
for a sixth season after viewers insisted it not
end at five, and the death of a lead character
sent the nation into TV mourning. ESA has
recently focused on bio-dramas of local heroes
in the shape of INXS: Never Tear Us Apart,
Peter Allen: Not the Boy Next Door (which both
won rave reviews for their leading men) and
the upcoming Brock, based on racing legend
Peter Brock. Boldly, it has also recently adapted
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina into a contemporary

love story, The Beautiful Lie, for the ABC, led by
rising star Sarah Snook (Predestination).
The ability of the Fennessy brothers’ – who
lead ESA – to expand existing unscripted
formats, initially at FremantleMedia, into
stripped hits, is also world-renowned.
Another of the big prodcos is Screentime,
majority-owned by Banijay Group. Its
Underbelly franchise, which skyrocketed in TV
ratings in 2008, now has six anthology seasons
with European and US sales. WWI drama
Anzac Girls and period drama Cloudstreet are
among its other popular exports.
There is genuine buzz for its next project, a
spin-off of horror feature Wolf Creek for SVOD
service Stan, which will be distributed through
Banijay International.
“When we announced we were producing
it many international end-users came to us,”
says Screentime head of drama Greg Haddrick.
“We’ve been approached by many asking,
‘What’s it like, when can we see it?’ We have to
make it first!” he says.
The film’s creator and director, Greg
McLean, is returning for the project, along with
haunting star John Jarratt as outback serial
killer Mick Taylor. Lucy Fry (Vampire Academy)
will star as a victim who escapes and seeks
revenge on her captor.
Ian Collie, one of four principals at the midsized prodco Essential Media, is known for
character-driven star vehicles. Rake, which
spawned a US adaptation with Greg Kinnear;
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Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries

Wentworth

Jack Irish, featuring Guy Pearce; and more
recently an urban multicultural whodunit, The
Principal, have all found homes on domestic
public broadcasters.
“The majority of my success is because I’ve
worked with some of the best writers here, but
they are increasingly getting harder to retain,”
says Collie. “US and UK broadcasters are
wanting them, and what I’m finding is when
showrunners are booked up for two-to-three
years ahead, producers go to the next tier of talent.
“Bigger players are also offering them output
deals or retainers, so that’s a challenge when
you don’t have bigger resources to compete.
The warning sign here is to develop our next
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generation of talent.”
Both Jack Irish and The Principal are about to
announce US cable deals through DCD Rights,
which has a knack for titles from down under.
“Sometimes when you deal with the bigger
distributors, in relative terms a ‘little Aussie
programme’ can get lost in the profile US or
UK titles,” says Collie.
Essential’s next project in development is
a cult drama with writer Sarah Lambert (Love
Child), also with its eye firmly on the US.
“It’s not a kooky cult, but a ‘middle-class’ cult
that attracts professional, sensible people who
feel that this person is a visionary with answers
to the increasingly uncertain world we live in,”

says Collie. “With politicians and churches on
the wane this guy appears to have answers, but
as we explore further he may just be another
dangerous millennial nutter.”
Also high in anticipation is mystery thriller
The Kettering Incident, co-created by Victoria
Madden (Lynda La Plante’s Trial and Retribution)
and producer Vincent Sheehan (The Rover).
Due in mid-2016, it comes out of the island
state of Tasmania under Porchlight Films.
Capturing a misty, gothic nature of the far-south
of ‘Tassie’, it is already being touted as the next
Top of the Lake, the Jane Campion- and Gerard
Lee-penned miniseries that worked so well for
UK broadcaster BBC Two.
“It’s quite different to Top of the Lake. It does
embrace a style of ‘Scandi-noir’ but it has a
supernatural, very organic Tasmanian setting
that makes it very different,” says Sheehan.
“I’ve had a deep fascination with the island
and the cultural differences with the mainland,
the people and their relationship with the
land, and the brutal past it has had. What was
absolutely intrinsic was finding someone to
work with from down there, and Vicki Madden
was perfect.”
Porchlight’s 2010 feature Animal Kingdom is
also being adapted as a US series by John Wells
(Shameless) for TNT.
Other notable success stories include
Playmaker Media’s thriller The Code;
Hoodlum’s Secrets and Lies; Every Cloud
Productions’ Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries;
December Films-produced period drama The
Doctor Blake Mysteries; Ruby Entertainment’s
The Secret River; Seven’s A Place to Call Home
and the free-to-air’s biggest new hit, the New
Zealand coproduction 800 Words; and Josh
Thomas comedy Please Like Me.
Meanwhile, Indigenous storytelling prodco
Blackfella Films (Redfern Now) looks set to
be matched by Goalpost Pictures upcoming
futuristic drama Cleverman, which is for the
ABC and counts US cable net Sundance
Channel as a coproducer.
Screentime’s Greg Haddrick notes that
the shows that sell strike a balance between
domestic and international broadcasters’ needs.
“What we hear when we travel overseas is
that it’s difficult to sell Australian shows that
could just as easily be made locally elsewhere,”
he says. “But there are many territories looking
for identifiable people in worlds they haven’t
seen before. If you can find that combination it
has an exotic quality.” TBI
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Animated in Asia: high five
TBI profiles the top original content creators across the Asian continent

China
Malaysia

A

sia’s animation studios are
now firmly established as
intellectual property creators,
as the various major markets
in the continent steadily

reach maturity.
Distributors and channels from far and
wide are homing in on this fledgling but ultracreative industry, and deals between western
and eastern counterparts are more common
than ever.
China has emerged as a major investor, and,
as one local producer notes, the recent relaxation
of the ‘one child per family’ law means there will
be many more kids needing entertainment in
the future, while improving local incomes mean
parents have more money to spend.
Here we profile five territories at the forefront
of the Asian animation revolution.

South
Korea
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India
P. King Duckling

Singapore
COSMOS-MAYA
The Cosmos-Maya brand name is relatively
new to the international market, but the players
behind it are not.
The Singapore-headquartered company came
into existence when Cosmos Entertainment
acquired Mumbai-based animation producer
Maya Digital Studios.
Having spent many years as an outsourcing
company, working on western shows such

as the BBC’s Everything’s Rosie and Octonauts,
things changed in 2012 when long-serving
executive Anish Mehta was named CEO.
Mehta says Asian studios had around that
time been “at a low point” and that work with
European counterparts was drying up, forcing
companies to reassess their business models.
“Studios like us, which have been around
for the past 20 years, had to strategise and do
something,” he says. “I became CEO around
three and a half years ago, and I thought we
should make our own IP.”
The result was a glut of commissions for
India’s leading cartoon broadcasters, including
Disney, Nickelodeon, Cartoon Network and,
more recently, Discovery Kids. Key titles include
Nick’s The Adventures of Motu Patlu, Discovery
Kids’ Kisna, and Hungama’s VIR The Robot Boy.
At MIPCOM, Cosmos-Maya secured
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international distribution for its latest show
for Disney-owned kids channel Hungama,
Eena Meena Deeka, through sales deals with six
different distribution companies.
The 2D, 117x7mins slapstick comedy comes
from American, Canadian and British writers,
has a Tom and Jerry-style format, following
three chicks and a perennially-hungry fox that
constantly chases them.
“This was not made for an Indian audience;
it was made for an international audience,”
says Mehta.
On the issues of plotting, pacing and
storytelling – which often cause headaches
for western producers in Asia – Mehta says
Cosmos-Maya has a key USP. “Story is inherent
to our group – it was founded by international
filmmakers,” he says.
“While we were outsourcing, we were also
creating our own live-action movies. We have
always been storytellers, and that was a unique
advantage in India. It’s just the medium was
live-action and now it is animation, too.”
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Eena, Meena, Deeka

China

UYOUNG ANIMATION

In a country full of big-scale animation
operations, Beijing-based UYoung Culture &
Media has managed to carve out a reputation
as one of the leading proponents of the form.
Original IP has been a cornerstone of the
business strategy for a long period, and this has
supercharged since James Chen Gu became
head of the firm’s TV animation division.
Taking an international approach is key. “The
biggest challenge we face is not getting enough
money from the Chinese channels, even with
the SVOD rights it is not enough to recoup the
investment and costs,” says Chen Gu. “We have
to fill the funding gap.”
“We want to produce high-quality, not cheap,
content. The only solution, therefore, is to
produce high-quality programming that can be
sold internationally.”
In October, UYoung Animation scored a
world first, when Disney Junior took pay TV
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rights to the animation firm’s new effort, P.
King Duckling, which was coproduced with
Josh Selig’s US production company, Little
Airplane Productions.
The deal covers the US, Latin America,
South Korea and southeast Asia, and marks the
first time Disney’s preschool network will air a
Chinese-created toon.
“I have known Josh for many years,” Chen
Gu says of the coproduction model used
for the show. “The foundation is that we
have a similar understanding of the value of
content and creative: we dated before we got
married.”
P. King Duckling follows an intrepid but
slightly hapless young duck and his friends,
who live a rural community but adventure
around the world. It was co-created by Selig and
Chen Gu’s teams.
UYoung holds TV sales and licensing
rights, though Selig brought in former
FremantleMedia Kids & Family Entertainment
president Sander Schwartz to do the deal the
deal with Disney.
“This was our first experience with this
kind of deal, and we had no idea about the
negotiations, so we decided we needed an
experienced executive with great contacts,” says
Chen Gu.
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CJ ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA
CJ Entertainment & Media’s impact on the
drama and formats businesses has been
difficult to miss over the past 18 months, and
the Korean giant is now aiming to be equally as
influential in the animation space.
In January, it launched an animation division
with a reported budget of US$15 million as
part of a wider play to create its own IP. With a
successful Korean cartoon channel, Tooniverse,
in its stable, the firm had previously invested
in projects, but had never sought to create its
own. “As the globalisation of the animation
industry is accelerating, the importance of
creating original content is increasing,” says
Dongsik Shin, CJ E&M’s head of animation.
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in a toy manufacturer “to synchronise the
level between the aniamtion and toys”, says
Dongsik Shin.
Also on the slate are Super Wings!, which
was coproduced with China’s QianQi
Animation, FunyFlux Entertainment (below)
and Little Airplane from the US; a boysaction series called G-Fighters; Naughty Nuts
for Korean broadcaster EBS; and new effort
Rainbow Ruby.
CJ E&M launched the latter in Cannes
at MIPJunior along with coproducer and
distributor DHX Media from Canada. Global
organisation UNESCO is another partner on
the girls-skewed property, in which the titular
Ruby moves to a ‘rainbow town’ where the
dolls come to life.
“The animation was developed based on the
idea that many girls communicate with dolls
from their early childhood, and sometimes
imagine the dolls are alive,” says Dongsik Shin.
“By taking care of the dolls, Ruby experiences
diverse vocational lives.”

Tickety Toc

FUNNYFLUX ENTERTAINMENT

Rainbow Ruby

Dongsik Shin points to the emergence of
the Chinese market as a key factor in the move
towards locally originated content in Asia.
“Korean companies were subcontracted to
American and Japanese animation productions
until the 1990s, and have started to produce
original content since the early 2000s,” he
says. “Although the history is not that long,
those companies secured precious experience
of planning and producing original content by
cooperating with lots of foreign creative staff
with their accumulated techniques.”
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CJ E&M’s animation division launched with
Robot Trains RT, a train series aimed at an
older age group than those that would watch
Thomas & Friends or
.
The trains in the series are able to transform
and solve problems away from the tracks. This
editorial choice was made as Dongsik Shin’s
colleagues had identified that the static, linear
nature of train travel would limit the scope of
the storytelling possibilities.
CJ E&M, which is a full service media
group, created the property after bringing

CJ E&M’s Seoul neighbour FunnyFlux
Entertainment always creates original content
that will work in Asia and the West, according
to founder and CEO Gil Hoon Jung.
This approach led to its development of
SuperWings! and Zodiak Media coproduction
Tickety Toc.
“Our latest project, Katuri, is a coproduction
with Malaysia’s Giggle Garage,” he adds.
“When choosing our coproduction partner
our first priority consideration is if we have the
common vision.”
All ideas are developed in-house, with
government bodies such as KOCCA and
public channels such as EBS investing should
the project get that far down the road.
Currently the firm is working with English
writer Simon Nicholson on a boys-action
series based around dinosaurs.
Katuri, meanwhile, is for preschool
audiences, and is based on a well-known
Korean children’s book about a mother bird
and her four chicks living in nature.
“We believe the key to making a successful
globally working show is finding and keeping
that right balance of ideas and designs and
storytelling,” says Gil Hoon Jung. “Our way
of doing this is taking latest Asian trends
and sensibilities to create an internationally
appealing concept.”
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channel has been getting into original
content, and not on just one series but on
multiple projects.”
Current projects include an animated series
for Network Ten and ARD, 1001 Nights: the
Untold Story, with coproducers Hahn Films
and Chocolate Liberation Front.
It also working on a project with American
producer Larry Schwarz, who now produces
content under the Larry Schwarz and His Band
production group, says Jayakumar.
Toonz also acquired Spanish animation
company Imira Entertainment last year; has
opened an animation office in New Zealand,
which will deliver its first series next year; has a
Silicon Valley tech base; and is next opening an
office in Turkey, with a local industry veteran
signed up to lead it.
“The demand is coming from the likes of
Al-Jazeera and MBC,” says Jayakumar. “The
appetite for content from there is increasing
and we see that as similar to what’s happened
in India.”

Katuri

India

TOONZ MEDIA GROUP

“We all know there was a downturn a few years
back, but that phase is over,” says P. Jayakumar,
CEO of Thiruvananthapuram-based Toonz
Media Group. “A major opportunity has been
fired by domestic consumption here in India,
and original productions that have significance
have increased.”
Jayakumar says Toonz is among the top
animation producers worldwide in terms of
volume, delivering around 5,000 minutes a
year to channels.
The firm was service-only between 1999 and
2004, but then began working on coproductions
with the likes of Hallmark Channel, Marvel,
TF1, TV Asahi and Nickelodeon in the US.
It also produced Cartoon Network India’s
first animation series, The Adventures of
Tenali Raman, and more recently made four
66-minute films from its Kid Krrish franchise
for the Turner Broadcasting channels.
“India likes Western content, but competition
has heated up,” says Jayakumar.

The firm currently has three productions
with Disney, three with Nickelodeon and
the same number with Cartoon Network.
Jayakumar notes that Discovery Kids, Sony
and new local players, operating in various
languages, are also commissioning.
“Today, channels are paying US$40,000US$50,000 for a half-hour, which is akin
to what they pay in the US,” he adds. “Every
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INSPIDEA
Inspidea moved into original production 13
years ago, after looking at other companies
hoovering up revenues in the space. Company
CEO Andrew Ooi says that even an animation
industry of Malaysia’s size offers tax breaks and
incentives for coproduction to attract business.
Boo & Me, which ran on the now-defunct
KidsCo channel, was “both in terms of ROI and
international distribution our most successful
original show”, says Ooi.
However, he warns that “most Asian
countries do not have broadcast quotas for
homegrown content to spur more IP into
production” and that local funding is often not
enough to get a show into production.
Despite that, Inspidea remains committed
to original creation, having been the first
Malaysian company to produce a local animated
series for Nickelodeon, Akis.
“We are working on a preschool series for girls
aged 4-7,” says Ooi. “We are looking for financing
for this project to go into production.” TBI
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Boo & Me
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LAST WORD RANDI ZUCKERBERG, FOUNDER & CEO, ZUCKERBERG MEDIA

LAST WORD
RANDI ZUCKERBERG
Randi Zuckerberg is a tech entrepreneur who, having worked at Facebook, the company her brother
created, started Zuckerberg Media and digital lifestyle website Dot Complicated. She has also
moved into publishing with Dot., about the interactive adventures of a tech-savvy little girl, which
is now being developed for TV by Canada’s CBC. As The Jim Henson Company prepares to take
the TV adaptation, Dot., to prospective partners at ATF, Zuckerberg reveals all about the project

K

ids today are becoming more and
more tethered to their devices… It’s
now become a badge of honour
for a parent whose two-year-old is
able to manoeuvre an iPad more
so than to recite the alphabet. As a mother of
two young children myself, I realised that unless
I became one of the adults offering reasons and
examples of how and why tech-savvy kids should
unplug then I, too, was part of the problem. That’s
how Dot. was born.
Technology is always changing and children
are always growing – two things that will never
change… With each new gadget, gizmo, or app
a potential complication arises, which needs
adult awareness but can also be identifiable
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for children. The intersection of tech and life
needs balance, especially for kids’ imaginations
to grow. And what better way of promoting
imagination than through the medium of
children’s television?
A child’s imagination is not limited to gender,
race, or even reality for that matter… Therefore,
neither is Dot. She teaches all kids how to play and
learn through on- and off-screen life lessons that
both boys and girls of today can relate to.
The digital world is very much a part of the
real world… When used correctly, technology can
unlock doors of creativity and open up new worlds
of inspiration. Dot never limits her imagination
by embracing the advantages of technology – she
enhances it.

There are many techies who have been
outspoken about their views on digital etiquette…
Some even banning their own company’s
products in their house (ahem, Steve Jobs). Since
technology is moving so fast we’re all collectively
creating the rules in this uncharted territory
right now. So while adapting to a new normal is
difficult, at least we're all navigating through the
process together.
As a mother, a techie, and a kid at heart, Dot. is
everything I want to say, learn, and teach myself…
While Dot is definitely her own person, it’s
important that her morals fit my own.
Where books welcome the suspension of
disbelief, television visually demonstrates
thoughts and beliefs… Both mediums allow
for creativity and innovation. Just as Dot is set
to soon learn for herself, you can do anything
anywhere as long as you have an imagination
– and Google (joke!). Anything that helps
promote STEM learning, coding for kids, or
gender and race equality will most likely be at
top of my list [for brand extensions].
Kids today are born into the influence of
technology even if their family does not embrace
it… Now that 81% of kids under two already have
an online presence, up to 5% of newborns have
their own social media page, and 7% even have an
email address, children everywhere need to learn
how to traverse the digital experience, it’s one they
will equally need to adapt to.
I’d love to do more in children’s television,
and I hope to develop a similar format of digital
information for adults as well… I’m just so
grateful for this opportunity to make entertaining
and educational content with The Jim Henson
Company that I haven’t really had a chance to
let the experience of ‘creating television’ to soak
in fully yet. I’m excited to see the world that Dot.
opens for me. TBI
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Julia Jaensch
Programme exploitation, WDR mediagroup

The successful marketing of high-quality programming and strong children’s
brands is part of our daily business. We help you with the 360-degree
exploitation of media content and entertainment brands – at both national
and international level. You benefit not only from our extensive experience in
licensing, merchandising, programme sales and co-producing children’s shows,
but also from our marketing savvy and our experts’ in-depth knowledge.
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